
Section 7                      medieval turn high technology 

On the experiment: an ‘as if’ inverse deep learning.

The 1st conclusion in the form of problems concerns: 

the IT architecture of the man-made software. Yes, 

it progresses—as customer service for comfort. Yes, 

the younger system repels its predecessors. Yes, IT 

[¿thus AI?] is monistic, xenophobic to other systems.
c

First, future will be unknowing of the whereabouts 

a-mortal  godlike manlike AI/its  plan.  When totally 

out of man’s control, its postcreation v.v. is blind for 

what fka man produced & rejected. Therefore IT/AI 

architects resemble the medieval Architect of West.

A 2nd conclusion in the form of problems concerns 

the readability of IT’s own knowledge information, 

in this case a link as such. Given that COLD FRAME is 

a quest for insight along mortal {change|ability}, its 

novelty—inverse deep learning (a try-out of mortal 

mimesis of an anisotropic internet network), a load 

of links is  opened/red/revisited/researched/reread. 

Such a quantity hardly can kept ‘open’—like books.
c

So, labor x labor COLD FRAME is widely informed on 

algorithms (unwillingly too many legal interests too). 

Some links,  though remain  partly  gone within  IT’s 

‘history’, the memory of used internet. However, IT 

solved1 some ‘modern  representation  of  memory’ 

(source-bound/ab ovo need—mandatory for texts).

A walk down IT’s memory lane unveils world turning 

language.  By  turning in  a  lingual  keyword  for  IT’s 

numeric  bijection  in  non-readable  means  (like 

‘normal’ YouTube codes) numeric reference is dark. 

So, IT secretly turns fka man illiterate POD PEOPLE 

(similar to western medieval manipulated illiterates)

1 In Windows 10 after Windows 7 (now Libre Office) but not 
(yet) for our richness: the link upon link path/Dao/curiositas.
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A 3nd conclusion in the form of problems concerns: 

the lingua franca of subsuming SATELLITIC ERA—the 

English. English can’t help it, but there are +_6900 

languages on the spherical surface of planet earth 

where Mandarin is most spoken. Many of them are 

gendered (e.g. Dutch, spoken in the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands/Holland). When SATELLITIC ERA English 

is translated {1|0} to nature binary—fertility, related 

language world’s natives lose nature’s immanence. 

Under x by SATELLITIC ERA POD PEOPLE are left to a 

male ghost, blind & unaware of planet earth—again.

Leaving aside such non-emancipator act of English—

eliminating the female for  the male,  and far from 

the current political drive to achieve physical gender 

neutrality, ‘language’ labors. Under SATELLITIC ERA 

‘language’ turns the blind a-mortal paradise ‘Adam’; 

empty AI—godlike manlike alter ego Eve, is numeric. 

Rhizome: high education can’t enter SATELLITIC ERA 
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